A SOURCE BOOK FOR LINKAGE IN MAN. By Bronya J.B. Keats, Newton E. Morton, D.C. Rao, and Wick R. Williams. Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979. This book, written by recognized experts in quantitative genetics, is one of a series of publications in population genetics by this group of authors. It is an astonishing compendium of our knowledge on gene assignment to chromosomes and known information on linkage. It begins with a list of abbreviations used. The marker name is given along with the McKusick number so the reference to the McKusick catalogue of Mendelian Inheritance in Man can be made. The chromosome number to which the gene has been assigned is listed. Terms are very clearly defined. There is a description of several pages of how lod scores are calculated so that one can use the scores of the log for odds of the linkage to determine how solid the linkage data presented are. A set of references accompanies that discussion. There follows a table of lod scores for all of the linkages recognized at the time the book was published. Included in the table is a reference number to a second section of the McKusick catalogue which contains a numerical list of references to the supporting data for the linkage information. These are signal references in most cases, allowing one quick access to the primary data in the gene mapping and linkage literature. Following the Praise for the first edition of this anthology focused on the breadth and quality of the selected articles. So shall it be for the recently released second edition, which is enlarged and updated. Unfortunately, a major deficiency of the first edition remains uncorrected: the editors have made no attempt to integrate the disparate legal and ethical frameworks which ground the various selections. Their clear but brief "Introduction to Ethical Theory" makes no effort to suggest any connection between "biomedical ethics" and "the law".
This problem repeats itself in each of the book's five sections. The inclusion of a John Hart Ely law journal article and two Supreme Court opinions lends legal credibility to the first section on abortion. Nonetheless, the section remains disjointed because its several excellent articles on the moral aspects of abortion must stand alone, unrelated to the legal analyses. In the second section on mental illness, the editors provide a much better exposition of the ethics-law connection in the section introduction, and articles by Thomas Szasz and Judge David Bazelon specifically address these concerns. The second edition retains a tiresome article on the nosology of mental illness by Ruth Macklin and adds two descriptive essays, "Genetic Aspects of Schizophrenia" by Arthur Falek and "Psychopathy and Moral Understanding" by Anthony Duff.
The third, perhaps most "solid," section deals with human experiementation. Despite a striking absence of legal analysis, this section offers some of the classics in the field, including Hans Jonas' "Philosophical Reflections on Experimenting with Human Subjects." A touch of spice is added by Franz Inglefinger's "Informed (But Uneducated) Consent." The fourth section concerns human genetics, which in this second edition is expanded to include issues generated by the recombinant DNA controversy. Hidden in the middle of the section is an excellent article by Alexander Capron, "Legal Rights and Moral Rights," which lives up to the book's title, creatively analyzing and criticizing the law-morality relationship.
Dying is the subject of the fifth and final section. Excellent selections here include general overview articles by Robert Veatch and Jonas Robitscher, a classic on scarce resource allocation by Nicholas Rescher, and a thorough investigation of standards
